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In 1945, industrialist Percy Hermant bought two buildings and a long rectangular parking lot from the
estate of coffee and spice merchant Charles Lowes. The Second World War had ended. Art Deco was
on its way out. A fresh international style known today as "Mid-Century Modern" was on the way in.14
By 1945, architect Benjamin Brown (pictured below) had already spent 30 years designing industrial,
residential, religious, and theatre buildings, along with additions, alterations, and storefronts throughout
the city. Brown's works dotted the landscape of Spadina Avenue and the Garment District, and further
a eld. He was among the architects most responsible for transforming Toronto's industrial skyline from
a mass of rooftop water towers into one of elegant penthouse enclosures and turrets hiding all of those
mechanical elements. Into 80 Sherbourne Street, one of his last designs before retiring, he poured a
lifetime of experience.1,2,3

Ontario Jewish Archives. Copyright is in the public domain.
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Benjamin Brown: A Career Retrospective
Benjamin Brown was born circa 1890 in what is now Lithuania. He arrived in Canada as a young child
with his parents and family, escaping anti-Semitism in eastern Europe. They lived in poverty in a rear
cottage on Elizabeth Street - this area used to be a shanty town called "The Ward". He cut short his
education to help the family as a courier for his uncle, a tailor, but eventually managed to study at the
Ontario College of Art, then the University of Toronto, becoming its rst Jewish architecture graduate.1,2
His early commissions just after the First World War were additions to existing houses and stores.
Notably he designed a new home for scrap dealer Mendel Granatstein on stately St. George Street.
Brown then won the commission to design Beth Jacob Synagogue, of which Mr. Granatstein was a
founding member. The building still stands today as a Russian Orthodox church. 1,2,3

1919 - Beth Jacob Synagogue / Holy Trinity Russian Orthodox Church, 23 Henry Street

1920 - Primrose Club / U of T Faculty Club, 41 Willcocks Streett

In 1920, Brown managed to land two commissions. The rst was a building for the Primrose Club on
Willcocks Street, designed with fellow architect Arthur McConnell. They created a classical Georgian
two-storey building encompassing two neighbouring buildings.3,4
The Primrose Club was a meeting place for Jewish businessmen, as they were barred from membership
in other institutions in Toronto. Benjamin Brown's original conceptual drawings and watercolours are
carefully preserved at the Ontario Jewish Archives, which conducted the rst-ever retrospective
exhibition of Benjamin Brown's work in 2016. The building on Willcocks Street still stands today as the
University of Toronto Faculty Club, which also paid homage to the architects and to the Primrose Club in
a 100th anniversary retrospective in 2020.1,2,4,5
His second project in 1920, also with Arthur McConnell, was a 6-storey of ce on Victoria Street for
Imperial Optical founder Percy Hermant. The building was a wooden post-and-beam structure with a
brick envelope and some limestone cladding on the street level. The partnership then dissolved, and
Benjamin Brown became Toronto's rst Jewish architect with an independent practice.1,2,3
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As prevailing styles moved from classical revival into Art Deco, the young architect developed his craft
and found an audience in a growing roster of Toronto's emerging industrialists. Thus began Benjamin
Brown's "golden age", and indeed the golden age of Toronto factory architecture.1,2,3

1922 - Gelber Brothers Factory, 355 Adelaide Street West

1922 - Empire Clothing Factory, 199 Spadina Avenue

1923 - Gelber Brothers New Textile Building, 205 Richmond Street West

1923 - Gelber Brothers Headquarters, 217-225 Richmond Street West

1925 - Reading Building, 116 Spadina Avenue

1926 - Wolverine Clothing Factory, 30 Duncan Street
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In Toronto and most large cities in North America, industrial post-and-beam buildings of this era have
largely been lost to demolition. Only a precious few have found new life as residential, of ce, or artistic
spaces, playing off their soaring ceilings, exposed beams, and wood oors.
The rst of Benjamin Brown's works to feature a brick tower at the top to enclose the building's water
tower and other mechanical elements was the aptly-named Tower Building, built for Oxford Clothing
Ltd. in 1927. It was also Benjamin Brown's rst building that did not use wood post-and-beam
construction; he opted instead for a concrete skeleton encased in brick. The nearby Commodore
Building opened in 1929. Completing his trio of tower-topped buildings in the area was the majestic
Balfour Building, opened in 1930 for the Shiffer-Hillman Clothing Company.1,3,10,13,17
All three buildings featured harvest-coloured brick, grand entrances, and decorative limestone cladding
on the street levels. The Tower and the Balfour buildings faced each other on opposite sides of Spadina
Avenue at Adelaide Street West, sentinels at the entrance to the Garment District. All three structures
have been modernized with Art Deco features preserved, and are still used as of ce buildings today.

1927 - Tower Building, 110 Spadina Avenue

1929 - Commodore Building, 330 Adelaide Street West

1930 - Balfour Building, 119 Spadina Avenue

Over the next few years, Brown completed apartment buildings, theatres, storefronts, private homes,
and commercial buildings all over the city. Some, like the Paradise Theatre on Bloor Street West near
Dovercourt Road, have been designated as Heritage buildings.

1930 - College-Spadina Building, 455 Spadina Avenue

1932 - Jarvis Court Apartments, 432 Jarvis Street

1937 - Paradise Theatre, 1006 Bloor Street West
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Perhaps his most elaborate project for his most frequent client was the Hermant Building at 21 Dundas
Square, opened in 1930. There was already a "Hermant Building" next door - a 9-storey white terracotta building designed by Bond & Smith in 1913 for Imperial Optical's rst headquarters. And
Benjamin Brown's own "Hermant Annex" from 1920 stood on the same block at 254 Victoria Street.
The 14-storey "new" Hermant Building at 21 Dundas Square (the "East Building" for a time) was
designed so that its rst nine oors lined up exactly with the 1913 building next door. When nished, it
was integrated with the older building and the complex was treated as one entity called the "Hermant
Building". The new building became the headquarters of Imperial Optical, towering in art deco
splendour above the neighbourhood for decades to come. 1,2,3,5,9,10,13,16,17
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After overseeing the completion of the Hermant Building on Dundas Square, Benjamin Brown
embarked on two further major projects for Percy Hermant.
The rst was Imperial Optical's new factory to produce its trademarked "Corectal" glass lenses. For this
two-storey factory at 365 Dundas Street East, designed in 1937, funneled concrete columns supported
the structure, and the oors were layered with concrete. The outside envelope was a typical Brownian
harvest brick, this time with neo-classical pilasters at the front door and stylized scrolls near the roo ine.
An adjacent smaller building at 270 Ontario Street housed of ces on the other side of the factory's rear
shipping and receiving laneway. The main factory would be featured for years to come on Imperial
Optical's corporate letterhead. It would soon also become a new home to Percy Hermant's latest
business acquisition: Surgical Supplies (Canada) Ltd. 1,11,13,14,18

Both buildings still stand today. The building at 270 Ontario Street is a rooming house. The factory at
365 Dundas Street East became "Century Lofts" in 2000 - the only Benjamin Brown building other than
80 Sherbourne Street to have been converted to condo lofts. Benjamin Brown's blueprints for the
building were digitized, enlarged, and turned into wall art lining the hallways.
The Surgical Supply Company of Canada became Surgical Supplies (Canada) Ltd. when Percy Hermant
took a nancial stake in the company in 1935. Swiss doctor Jules Soltermann and another Swiss emigré
Paul Aldwyn had started the company two tears earlier, importing surgical instruments made in Europe the worldwide centre for high-precision instruments - while dreaming to someday make such
instruments in Canada. Their approach seemed to have aligned well with supply chain issues that
Imperial Optical would have faced in importing much of its high-precision optical gear from an
increasingly weaponized continent. Surgical Supplies (Canada) Ltd. moved into the Dundas Street East
factory in 1938, and business began to boom. A new factory was inevitable. 7,9,13,14
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Looking north, Sherbourne Street at Duke Street, 1933 - City of Toronto Archives Fonds 16, Series 71, Item 9621. Copyright is in the public domain.

In 1945 heirs of coffee and spice merchant Charles Lowes put up for sale an L-shaped parcel of land on
Sherbourne Street. The property bordered Duke Street Public School on two sides, straddling historic
Town Lot 4 Duke Street and Town Lot 4 Duchess Street on the 1797 Town of York plan. It had a 6-storey
1912 warehouse at 90 Sherbourne Street, and a 3-storey 1910 building in the rear of the lot, connected
to the main building and sharing the same address. The property stretched down Sherbourne Street in
a long rectangle that once had buildings on it (see 1933 photo above) but had subsequently become a
parking lot (area highlighted in 1942 photo below).6,8,12,13,14,15

1942 Aerial Photographs of Valley Lands, City of Toronto Archives Fonds 220, Series 97, File 4. Copyright is in the public domain.
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The property's new owner Percy Hermant called upon his trusted architect Benjamin Brown to retro t
re safety features onto the two existing warehouse buildings rst. Then Brown designed a 3-storey
factory for Surgical Supplies (Canada) Ltd. for the empty lot on Sherbourne Street.6,19

Toronto Building Department micro lm copy of original Benjamin Brown 1945 blueprint, from the archives of Imperial Lofts MTCC1177. Used by permission.

The blueprints did not survive the intervening years ... or so we thought. It turns out Benjamin Brown
labeled them"98-102 Sherbourne Street", which was actually a 99 ft x 108 ft plot of land immediately
north of 90 Sherbourne Street that Percy Hermant did not own. Today it has become our neighbour,
311 Richmond Street East. Benjamin Brown's blueprints showed a 143-ft long building that could not
have t onto that piece of land; evidently he had stated the wrong address. He also mis-labeled his
building permit applications, which the City approved for the incorrect address, although the error had
been xed by the time the City issued its inspection report prior to occupancy in 1947. These
addressing errors by the architect and by the City meant that subsequent searches for blueprints and
building permits (by address, as required) would nd almost nothing for the next 70 years.6,14,19
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Building Permits and Construction
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Benjamin Brown submitted a building permit request for the foundation of the rectangular factory in
late 1945 and it was approved in December. The permit to build the superstructure - the rst, second,
and third oors - was approved on March 1, 1946.11
While construction of the factory was already in progress, the century-old semi-detached plaster and
clapboard houses at the corner of Sherbourne Street - 80 and 82 Duke Street - were condemned and
demolished. Percy Hermant was able to buy the land.11,14
By June 1946 Brown had already led blueprints labeled "80-82 Duke Street" to extend the factory
south all the way to the corner. The subsequent permit for the superstructure was oddly labeled as
"90-94 Sherbourne Street" but the corresponding blueprints for those upper oors referred to "80-82
Duke Street". This permit was approved in September. The building in progress must have been quite a
sight for riders of the Sherbourne streetcar line in 1946.11,14,19,20

Public Works 1972 photo. City of Toronto Archives Fonds 2032, Series 841, File 50, Item 30. Copyright expired/public domain. Illustration © Derick Hoffman, 2022. All rights reserved.

Date

File Permit Address On Permit

Blueprint Address

Actual build

Build
Cost
$5,000

Dec 27, 1945

86303

95069 98-102 Sherbourne St.

98-102 Sherbourne St.

80 Sherbourne St. foundation

Mar 1, 1946

86304

96086 98-102 Sherbourne St.

98-102 Sherbourne St.

80 Sherbourne St. oors 1-3

Jun 11, 1946

89782

Sep 16, 1946

89779

965 Sherbourne St. NW corner 80-82 Duke St.
Duke St.
2040 90-94 Sherbourne St.

80-82 Duke St.

80 Sherbourne St. south
extension, foundation

$1,000

80 Sherbourne St. south
extension, oors 1-3

$20,000
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$65,000

Toronto Building Department micro lm copy of original Benjamin Brown 1946 blueprint, from the archives of Imperial Lofts MTCC1177. Used by permission.

Due to an adjacent building, the factory addition was 29-ft (8.8m) wide, narrower than the main portion.
Work crews seamlessly extended the brickwork another 59-ft (18m) south of the lobby. With 1,600 sq ft
(150 m2) more room on each oor, Brown expanded the executive of ces to the corner overlooking the
intersection6, and designed a showroom with green terrazzo marble oors at street level. But then he
did something he had tried only once before, 8 years prior at the Paradise Theatre. He threw a curve.6
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The curve at the corner of Duke and Sherbourne Streets is the building's most noticeable feature. Such
aircraft- and ship-inspired curves had begun to appear late in the Art Deco period in an aesthetic called
"Streamline Moderne", also sometimes known as "Art Moderne". But buildings of this vintage with
structural masonry curves are rare now in Toronto.
Blueprints show that Benjamin Brown used steel for the rst time instead of concrete or wood for the
building's frame. On each of the three storeys, a horizontal array of 48 east-west girders spanned the 56
ft (17m) width of the building, joining 44 north-south girders traversing the 143 ft (43m) length,
supported by 48 steel columns. Brown did use concrete for the extensive ground oor to support
heavier machinery. Today white terrazzo marble ooring still exists in utility rooms in the north end of
the building near the original shipping department entrance, and extensive green terrazzo marble
ooring remains in a suite that occupies the south end where the showroom used to be. Earlier
"Imperial Lofts History" articles in Volume 1 detail these discoveries. We don't yet know what material,
if any, was laid on top of the rest of the concrete in the vast factory midsection.6

Storey heights over 11 ft on all oors resulted in spectacular window openings almost 7 ft in height and
over 9 ft in width. For a building that still relied on brick walls to bear some structural load, such a
generous ratio of glass to masonry was clearly in uenced by an emerging new light- lled International
style of architecture that would later become known as "Mid-Century Modern". The result was to ood
the building with natural light - a bene t inherited by today's suites.6
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Design Elements

For the building envelope, Brown used his signature harvest brick with limestone lintels and beautifully
chiseled curved limestone pilasters framing the lobby door. While most brick buildings in Toronto of
this era and earlier were painted over at some point, photos of 80 Sherbourne Street through the years
show that the outside original harvest brick was never painted.11`,12
The inside-facing layer of brick was industrial grey brick - a standard lower-cost choice for most doublewalled brick factories of the era. The inside grey brick was painted from the outset to reduce dust green from oor to just above sill level, then white to the ceiling, on each oor. The inner layer of brick
didn't need to be pretty - this was a factory, after all.

Departing from the use of concrete ceilings and oors in his more recent designs, this time Benjamin
Brown returned to traditional wooden arrays of "mill-style" joists - so named because this style of
putting timbers on edge and fastening the wide surfaces together was common for structural load
distribution in our and knitting mills of old.
In the suite photographed above, the mill-style ceiling has been exposed, and drywall encasing the
huge 29-ft single-span steel beam has been painted by a local artist to resemble a wood beam to blend
in with the 1946 ceiling. The layering of mill-style timbers on top of a strong modern steel frame makes
the Surgical Supplies Factory at 80 Sherbourne Street a rarity - one of Toronto's architectural gems.
Above the timbers, Brown used a dual layer of sub- oor for soundproo ng, as the Executive of ces
were on the second oor between a factory oor and showroom below and a busy stockroom above.6
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Rising from the lobby and showroom entrance, an intricately designed iron and chrome art deco railing
by Kingsway Iron Works rose to the second oor where the executive of ces sat, and further up to the
third oor stock room.6

Toronto Building Department micro lm copy of original Kingsway Iron Works 1945 plans, from the archives of Imperial Lofts MTCC1177. Used by permission.

Still working today is the 1945 Roelofson hydraulic elevator capable of lifting 2,000 lbs (900 kg).
Roelofson Elevator Works originated in Galt, Ontario. In the 1930s and 1940s the company had a
Toronto factory on nearby Sumach Street, and specialized in heavy duty hydraulic freight elevators.6,13
The elevator was completely updated
mechanically during the 1997 loft
conversion. It continues to be annually
certi ed. Original elements such as the
cab oor, vertically sliding wooden gates,
and even the original hand-lettered sign
have been preserved. According to the
building blueprints and Roelofson's 1945
technical drawings, the elevator was
originally double-sided, opening into the
building's interior on all oors, but also
opening on the ground oor to the
outside shipping and receiving dock. This
double-sided design allowed quick passthrough of goods that did not need to be
transported to a higher oor.6
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Also at the north end of the building, Brown designed a linkage between the third oors of the two
buildings for easy passage of people and freight. That passageway was sealed in 1997.6
The curved corner overlooking Duke and Sherbourne Streets comprised custom-chiseled wedgeshaped header bricks nished to a smooth arc. The windows at this corner of the building were
originally custom blown panes that did not open. Most of the factory's other windows comprised an
array 4 panes high and 3 panes wide, of which two of the outer panes on each side cantilevered around
the horizontal mid-line.6,11,12

Commercial and Industrial Occupancy
The building opened in 1947. The Globe & Mail newspaper reported that the building boasted 125
employees and 40,000 square feet of space. There are no records of Benjamin Brown having done any
further modi cations to 80 Sherbourne Street before he retired in 1955.1,2,3,8
Surgical Supplies (Canada)
Ltd. produced operating
room furnishings as well as
surgical instruments, under
the "Empire" brand name.
The company was renamed
"Imperial Surgical" in 1953,
and eventually moved into
Scarborough. It was sold in
1991.8,9,13,14
For a short time in the
1950s, part of the building
was leased to The Jeffrey
Company, based in Ohio.
The company ceased
operation decades later,
leaving only a philanthropic
foundation. According to
the foundation's
representatives, the Toronto
of ce sold and serviced
heavy machinery for
Canada's pulp and paper
and mining industries.13,14
Yellow Pages, 1948. Copyright expired/public
domain.
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Toronto Telegram Newspaper Digital Archive item YUL-324944, Clara Fisher Library, York University. Copyright expired/public domain.

In the early 1970s another Hermant company, industrial chemical supplier Sanitary Products Co. Ltd.,
shared the building with Imperial Optical, but in 1973, Imperial Optical became the sole occupant of 80
Sherbourne Street. When developers bought 80 and 90 Sherbourne Street after the 1993 liquidation of
Imperial Optical, "Imperial" was retained in the name of the loft development. 8,13,14

The Legacy Of Benjamin Brown
80 Sherbourne Street was one of the last factory buildings designed by Benjamin Brown at the end of a
proli c career. He designed one more industrial building in 1950 - at 675 King Street West for the
Ontario Hosiery Company. That building is to be demolished for a new condo development.3,17
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The below aerial photo was taken in 1961 by the Toronto Telegram newspaper as part of a panorama of
downtown. It shows the long rectangular shape of 3-storey 80 Sherbourne Street with its narrower
southern extension, as well as the 6-storey 90 Sherbourne Street (architect unveri ed at this time), and
linked to it via a walkway, the 3-storey Rear Building designed in 1910 by Stephen Burwell Coon, with a
re escape stairway retro tted by Benjamin Brown in 1945. Duke Street Public School next to 80
Sherbourne Street had already been demolished and turned into a parking lot by this time, but its
custodian's residence still stood as a commercial building on Duke Street. Within a few years, Duke
Street would be renamed as an extension of Adelaide Street East when the new Don Valley Parkway and
its highway ramps would open. The school custodian's cottage was demolished in 1965.6,8,12,13,14,21

The architect was never fully recognized for his work during his lifetime. The rst major exhibition of his
work was presented by the Ontario Jewish Archives in 2016, but unsurprisingly given the building
permit errors in 1945 and 1946, 80 Sherbourne Street was missing from the retrospective.
In many ways, 80 Sherbourne Street is one of Benjamin Brown's nest works. It was one of his very few
steel framed buildings, with solid roots in Art Deco while beginning to infuse elements of Mid-Century
Modern. His skill was all the more remarkable when one remembers he worked in an age without
computers, digital measurement devices, digital photography, or mobile communications.5
He likely could not have imagined that half a century after he created the building, another architect
Wayne Swadron together with developer Joseph Gottdenker and nancial backers Plaza Corp would
turn the joined buildings of 80 and 90 Sherbourne Street into one of the earliest large-scale loft
conversions in Toronto, earning a coveted "CR" commercial/residential zoning. That lonely loft
conversion project in 1997 in a forgotten industrial area soon snowballed into a residential renaissance
of the former industrial King East corridor, kicking off an urban transformation success story that
continues today to make this area ever more vibrant, walkable, transit-rich, and liveable. 6,8,17

The Industrial History of Imperial Lofts
The 1912 and 1945 buildings that are today known as Imperial Lofts, together with a 1910 "Rear
Building" that was demolished in 1969, were home to some of the most innovative companies of their
era. Located within the boundaries of the original Town of York - a neighbourhood teeming with
commercial and industrial activity - these companies not only had a front seat to the coming-of-age of
Toronto; they drove it. And now we call these buildings "home". There really is nothing else like them
in Toronto. Stay tuned for the next issue of Imperial Lofts History.
Companies 1910-1992
Air Line Footwear ● Atwood Hat Company ● Benson Equipment Co. Ltd. ● Berkeley Sales Co. ● Biltmore Theatre Advertising Dept.
Blachford Shoe Mfg. Co. Ltd. ● Robert G. Black, engineer ● Charles Bowden, engineer ● John Bradford Card Company Ltd.
Bristol of Canada Ltd. ● Butterick Publishing ● Canada Electric Co. Ltd. ● Canada Customs Bonded Warehouse ● Canadian Elevator Equipment Co. Ltd.
Canadian Fire Extinguisher Service Ltd. ● Chemists Company of Canada Ltd. ● Chicago Rawhide Products Canada Ltd. ● Consan of Canada Ltd. ● Dillons-Klipstein Ltd.
Donaldson Adding Machine Co. ● Druggists Corporation Ltd. ● Egon Optical Ltd. ● Equipco Co ● .Federal Engineering Ltd.
Ferranti Electrical Company of Canada Ltd. ● F.W.Fisher Co. Ltd. ● General Lines Sales Agency ● Golden Gate Manufacturing Ltd.
Walter B. Hinton Engraving ● Houghton Connectors Ltd. ● Ice Box Flower Co. Ltd. ● Imperial Optical Co. Ltd.
Jeffrey Manufacturing Ltd. ● J.M.Lowes & Co. Ltd. ● Lyon & James Ltd. ● John. K. MacLeod & Co. Ltd. ● McGregor-Harris Ltd.
Metal Lux Co. ● Metropolitan Engineering Co. Ltd. ● John Munro Sales Agency ● Naylor & Naylor Tool & Die ● Niska Designs Upholstery ● O S Graphic Machines
Odorite Sanitation Ltd. ● Omemee Tanning Co. Ltd. ● OXO ● Dr. Zina Pitcher ● Polychrome Ltd. ● Royce & Co. engineers ● Ryckman Medicine
Royal Mail Order Co. Ltd. ● Sale Bros. Leather Goods ● Sanitary Products Co. Ltd. ● Sears Warner ● Seco Sales & Service Co. Ltd. ● Sheets & DeWitt
SOAG Machinery Corp. ● Spencer Bros. Crests ● Star Knitting Mills ● Sterco Products Co. Ltd. ● Sterling Lithographers
Stuart Bros. Oils ● Surgical Supplies (Canada) Ltd. / Imperial Surgical ● Theatrical Display Studios ● Thermidaire Corp.
Trevelyan Manufacturing Co. Ltd. ● Weco Products Co. Ltd. ● Wrightman Medicine ● Yates Candy Co.
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This article includes some information previously published in Imperial Lofts History "Throwback Thursday", volume 1 (2017-2019), written by the same author.
Researched, written, and photographed by Derick Hoffman for the non-commercial education and enjoyment of owners, residents, and friends of Imperial Lofts.
© 2022 D.Hoffman except where noted. All rights reserved. Published by MTCC1177 by permission.
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